
 

 

Regulatory Affairs Specialist (m/f/d) 
Job Responsibilities: 

 Together with your colleagues from the regulatory team you are in charge to prepare active substance and product dossiers 
according to BPR or REACH, or FIFRA/TSCA etc 

 You prepare, update and review safety data sheets, technical data sheets and labels according to BPR, REACH, FIFRA/TSCA 
and other jurisdictions 

 You ensure a proper classification according to CLP (ATP, etc.), GHS, UN number assignment, transport law, hazardous 
substances, and dangerous goods, etc. and develop the most favourable classification 

 You communicate independently and in a legally sound manner with external and internal contacts and represent the 
interests of the company in all regulatory matters. 
 

Profile: 

 You graduated in natural sciences or have several years of regulatory experience in the biocide/cosmetics/pharmaceutical 
or oil industry 

 You are familiar with of highly regulated markets and their laws, knowledge in dealing with BPR, REACH is highly 
advantageous 

 Self-initiative, ability to work under pressure and a structured way of working are a matter of course for you 
 You are willing to learn and bring an open mindset towards new fields of law and jurisdiction 
 You have a high degree of legal awareness, integrity and you are looking forward to take responsibility 
 You are fluent in German and English, other languages are an advantage, but not a must 

 
We offer: 

 Independent work, flat hierarchies, and short decision-making processes 
 Long-term perspective in a dynamically growing company 
 Pleasant working atmosphere with competent and helpful colleagues, international team 
 Performance-related, fair remuneration, incl. company pension scheme and job bike option 
 International team 
 option to work from mobile office 

 
 

We look forward to receiving your job application - preferably by email to: Human Resources, bewerbung@vink-chemicals.com. Using 
this, we can guarantee a faster process - it is also very easy and uncomplicated for you. If you have any questions, please contact us on 
04186 - 88797-0. 

 

VINK CHEMICALS GmbH & Co. KG | Eichenhöhe 29 | 21255 Kakenstorf | www.vink-chemicals.com 

As an independent and globally operating medium-sized company, Vink Chemicals GmbH & Co. KG is an ambitious  and strongly growing 
company. As part of our expansion planning, we are searching for you to join our regulatory affairs team as a dynamic employee (m/f/d) 
who is ambitious and will enjoy growing with an international team.  

For our company, VINK CHEMICALS located in Kakenstorf near Hamburg or Memmingen (Bavaria), we are looking for you, as soon as 
possible as a 


